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B E T W E E N  T H E  L I N E S  

The Dealer Community’s
New Year’s Resolutions
By the time many of you are reading this, you’ve probably already broken at least one
of your New Year’s resolutions. I haven’t, but that’s because I haven’t made any this
year. Avoidance is always a safe way to go when it comes to New Year’s resolutions.
As far as New Year’s resolutions for ENX and The Week in Imaging, Susan and 

I are planning on becoming more social in 2015, leveraging the use of social media
and continuing to publish more relevant content in print and digitally throughout
2015. It’s what we do well, although we both acknowledge there’s always room 
for enhancements. 
Speaking of New Year’s resolutions, the past two months I’ve been asking office

imaging dealers from across the country to share with ENX readers their dealership’s
New Year’s resolutions for 2015. Here’s what a few of them had to say.

“Remove the term MIF (machines in field) from our collective vocabulary and
replace it with the term TIF (technology in field). While a client’s MFP needs are
important to us, so is their IT infrastructure, phone systems, document management,
workflow, and security (data and property) needs.” Barry Clark, Perry proTech, 
Lima, OH

“Every individual on the sales team will have a quota for every product that we sell
in 2015. We will be quicker to respond to deficiencies against quotas in 2015. We will
be better about following our strategic plan for 2015.” Kevin McCarthy, Modern
Office Methods, Cincinnati, OH

“We have three big pushes for 2015. Getting the sales team focused back on 
profitability and contribution margin as opposed to just winning every deal, getting
more Managed IT Services accounts, and an internal culture campaign designed to
promote every staff member’s personal pride in WPS along with the fact that they
have a true impact upon our success. The theme is ‘Raise your sails, it’s your ship!’”
Joseph Dellaposta, WPS, Inc., Hagerstown, MD

“At TGI our New Year’s Resolutions are to handle requests with a ‘yes if’ instead
of ‘no because’ policy. Internally and externally, we want to be open minded to the
needs and ideas of our people and clients. Additionally our customer service teams
will be committed to over communicating to our clients.” Frank Grasso, TGI Office
Automation, Brooklyn, NY

“To acquire at least $15 million in like companies.” Frank Cucco, Impact
Networking LLC, Waukegan, IL

“Our resolution for 2015 is to drive growth and efficiency company-wide, harness-
ing the innovation of our people, and provide a world-leading level of service and
value to our client partners.” Jim Loffler, Loffler Companies, Inc., Bloomington, MN

“Reduce sales turnover.” John Kuchta, SolutionOne, Lincoln, NB

“Stargel Office Solutions’ main focus for 2015 will still be on MFPs like it has
been for years. We are now in our eighth year in document management software,
fourth year in MPS, third year in IT Services, and this past year we are experiencing
good growth in the digital signage market. All of these products combined help us
continue to grow our business and gain market share.” Jack Stargel, Stargel Office
Solutions, Houston, TX

“My New Year’s resolution is to get the company to be more efficient, i.e. 
basically get more out of each staff member without them having to work harder.”
Mark Wild, President, Upstream Office Solutions, Tampa, FL

Be sure to read our weekly enewsletter and visit our website www.enxmag.com for
more New Year’s resolutions from the office imaging dealer and reseller community.

Thanks for reading. 

Scott Cullen 
Editorial Director
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As another year begins it’s
time to examine the trends
that will impact the docu-

ment imaging industry in 2015
and beyond, along with the trend
setters who will be setting the pace
in the coming year. To help identi-
fy those trends and trendsetters we
contacted six industry analysts, all
of whom have strong opinions on
what’s happening and where things
are going. Those analysts include
Brian Bissett of The MFP Report,
Andy Slawetsky of Industry
Analysts, Keith Kmetz of IDC,
David Ramos of InfoTrends, Ken
Stewart of Photizo Group, and
Charlie Brewer of Actionable
Intelligence. 

Mobility & the Cloud
It’s a given that mobility and the
cloud are two of the hottest trends
today, tomorrow, and the next
day. IDC’s Kmetz considers it a
necessity for the various players
in the industry to embrace these
two trends, particularly the cloud.
“It’s the third platform as we call
it at IDC and there’s a lot of
opportunity there. From a print
standpoint all the traditional play-
ers need to find their place as far
as cloud offerings and for captur-
ing the mobile opportunity.”
“From an OEM standpoint

when you talk about cloud it 
will be interesting to see what
traction cloud offerings from
Xerox, Lexmark, and Ricoh will
gain within the channel,” adds
David Ramos of InfoTrends.
“Based on early feedback, the
OEMs need to improve their sup-
port mechanisms to the channel
in order to help drive sales.” 
But the big question, particular-

ly with the cloud, asks Ramos is,
“Does it lead to better margins,
and revenue diversification?”

The industry is going to find
out, or at least spend some time
figuring it out. 

Managed Services 
and ECM
“We’re going to be hearing more
about IT services,” predicts Brian

Bissett of The
MFP Report.
“That seems to
be the new MPS.
We’re also see-
ing more ven-
dors pushing
through the
channel docu-

ment management/content man-
agement software, trying to move
upstream from basic scanning.” 
“If I have money, and depend-

ing on what brand I sell, I’m look-
ing at Managed Services and
ECM,” adds Andy Slawetsky 
of Industry Analysts. 
But what’s money got to do

with it? 
“Those are hard areas to get

into on my own,” responds
Slawetsky. “It can cost a million
or more dollars for a dealer to get
into Managed Services or ECM.”
For dealers who don’t have the

money to do it themselves, he
recommends partnering. With
either approach, the key to suc-
cess is doing it right. 

“People are
going to be upset
if you sell a net-
worked services
and support con-
tract and you
can’t support it,”
says Slawetsky.
“And people are

going to be upset if you sell them
ECM and you tell them you’re
going to support the content 
and it doesn’t work.”

Slawetsky identifies Konica
Minolta and Ricoh, both of whom
are big in Managed Services, as
trendsetters in this space. Thanks
to some hefty acquisitions,
Konica Minolta with All Covered
and Ricoh with MindShift, both
are well positioned to continue to
build out their Managed Services
offerings. 
“You might argue Ricoh is in

an even better position with Mind -
Shift because MindShift is con-
sidered the cream of the crop,”
opines Slawetsky. “That was a
good acquisition and you wonder
if other [OEMs] will follow suit.”
Ken Stewart of Photizo has

high praise for Konica Minolta 
as a Managed Services provider

and a potential
partner for deal-
ers looking to
build a Managed
Services busi-
ness. “They con-
tinue to make
great strides and
have a super

aggressive acquisition strategy.
Over the next four or five years
they’re going to be a challenger
for the top five in terms of
Managed Services overall.”
Looking at ECM and content

management, Slawetsky is im -
pressed by Lexmark. “Certainly,
everybody is pushing ECM and
that’s all we heard about from
Lexmark [at their October 2014
press and analyst briefing].”  
Meanwhile, Konica Minolta is

taking a similar approach with
ECM as it has with Managed Ser -
vices by acquiring regional ECM
companies and providing dealers
with a turnkey ECM solution. 
“The dealer doesn’t need to

invest or it’s a minimal invest-
ment to get in, and all of a sudden

Trends and Trendsetters of 2015 
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they’ve got a revenue stream and it’s 
supported by the mother ship,” opines
Slawetsky. “It’s a great concept.”

Time to Transform
With mobility, the cloud, Managed
Services, and ECM, this is a time of
transformation for the entire document
imaging industry. Expect that transfor-
mation to continue above and beyond
those solutions and services segments. 
“Dealers considering alternate revenue

streams should look at Toshiba’s digital
signage,” states Ramos. 
“The big OEMs are looking to trans-

form their business from print towards
something new, i.e., 3D printing or digital
signage,” adds Kmetz. “We’re hearing more
about kiosks, the transition from services
to solutions—services to print documents
to IT to workflow, from a solutions
standpoint it’s scanning, security, cap-
ture, document content management, col-
laborating, and more about growing with
‘our customer,’ and targeting verticals.”

Enhancements in Print
Management
Another trend worth watching is what’s
happening in print management, specifi-
cally a greater focus on user analytics.
“Next year we think it’s going to

accelerate even faster with more assess-
ments packed onto that and more ERP
integrations,” says Stewart.
He reports that some software

providers are working on software tools
that will help end users manage their
own MPS accounts so they don’t have to
rely on vendors. “There’s some mistrust
and the toolsets vendors are bringing in
aren’t always in the best interest of end
users,” notes Stewart. “Look for some-
body to introduce a software toolset that
helps end users manage their vendors.” 

Decline of A3
It may be premature to sign off on A3,
but some analysts feel the end is near.
“You wonder how long it’s going to last,”
observes Slawetsky about the document
imaging industry’s love affair with A3.
“The writing is on the wall.”
He views A4 as the future. “[Copier

company] executives are starting to real-
ize that A4 is going to happen and will
push A3 almost to the point of extinction.

If I were a dealer I’d be looking at ways
to make money with A4.”
Industry Analysts’ research reveals that

about 25 percent of a dealer’s revenue on
average is coming from A4. The odds are
good that number will continue to grow.  
IDC’s Kmetz isn’t so quick to bury A3.

“The transitions we’ve seen in the tradi-
tional equipment marketplace have been
gradual,” he opines, citing the monochrome
to color transition where color is still
slowly inching upwards in market share. 
“With A3 and A4 we see a couple of

percentage points changing here and
there,” says Kmetz. “If you’re a legacy
copier company you’re not trying to
change [customers] over to A4 unless
there’s pressure to do so. Many cus-
tomers aren’t saying, ‘We don’t produce
a lot of legal size output on our devices
so why do we have big machines?’ Most
times they stick with what they have.
With A3 devices expiring it’s, ‘let’s bring
in the latest and greatest.’ The secret is
you sell what you have. If you’re a
Samsung or a Lexmark you’re pushing
A4. If you’re a Canon, Ricoh, or Konica
Minolta, you’re still pushing A3.”
Meanwhile, Bissett sees an A4 battle

brewing. “It seems like it’s shaping up to
be a bigger fight between Samsung and
Lexmark over becoming the preferred A4
vendor. I think Lexmark has the upper
hand in terms of the consistency and
completeness of its product line and its
growing expertise working with dealers
while Samsung is still on a learning curve. 

Apps and Android-Based 
Control Panels
Bissett finds the free apps offered by the
likes of Kyocera and Konica Minolta a
trend that will continue in 2015. He’s
also watching the emergence of Android-
based control panels. “Samsung and
Ricoh are doing it and others are talking
about it,” states Bissett. 

Ink-Based Page-Wide Array
Technology
In the coming year ink-based page-wide
array technology will continue to gain
ground and put stress on the relationship
between HP and Canon, according to
Photizo’s Stewart. “We’re thinking some
other players in the market will be com-

ing out with a competitive page-wide
array [device] as well. Either Canon or
Epson, or perhaps Funai, who took over
the inkjet business from Lexmark.” 
Continuing on the inkjet theme, 

Kmetz has been watching inkjet grow 
in the production market and wonders
whether or not it will move into the
office in the coming year. “Can inkjet
move into higher speed opportunities in
the office? We see inkjet gaining traction
in the production market and that bears
watching from a technology standpoint.”

Supplies Wise
One of the biggest stories of last year 
in the supplies world was the strategic
merger between MSE and Clover Tech -
nologies. According to Charlie Brewer of
Actionable Intelligence, the MSE acqui-
sition should add somewhere in excess of
$100 million in revenue to Clover’s cof-

fers. Not a bad addition,
considering Clover is
doing more than $1 bil-
lion worth of business
annually. “Beyond the
added revenue, I think
the real value of the
merger will be revealed
over time,” adds Brewer.
Clearly, this is something

that the entire document imaging indus-
try will be watching closely in 2015. 
Outside of that, things aren’t exactly

looking rosy on the supplies side of the
document imaging industry if you ask
Brewer.
“Everyone across the supplies industry,

the whole supplies value chain—the 
cartridge manufacturers, the OEMs, the
drum manufacturers, the toner manufac-
turers—are all wrestling with a declining
market. There have been for decades now
an excess of capacity, maybe not so much
on the OEM side, but on the reman side
there has been a ton of consolidation
happening for 15 years. I think that’s
because of overcapacity.” 
He adds that the OEMs have too much

capacity as well. That, compounded with
the fact that everybody is printing less,
makes for a challenging environment.
“The rise in MPS is driving print vol-
umes down,” adds Brewer. “In addition
to that people are printing less anyway.

Trends and Trendsetters of 2015 
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That is a key trend and will be a key
trend going forward.”
After years of consolidation, including

the recent acquisition of MSE by Clover
and ILG by Turbon, Brewer expects
things to slow down from a consolidation
perspective. “We kind of hit the limit on
how much consolidation can happen in
the remanufacturing industry because
there aren’t that many companies left.”
He also predicts a continued influx of

new build cartridges. “These are brand
new cartridges that are totally infringing
on patents and intellectual property (IP),”
states Brewer. “They’re just knock offs,
clones, that are sold without regard for
IP. They’ve been a huge problem in over-
seas markets—Europe, Asia, and Africa
—and they’ve kind of penetrated Western
European markets and for the last five,
six, seven years we’ve seen more come
into the U.S.”
Most of these products are predomi-

nantly sold online, but because of the
quantities available, he wouldn’t be sur-
prised if some of them are leaking into
the dealer channel. “The proliferation of
that type of product has been and will
continue to be a problem,” he predicts.
As a result Brewer expects the OEMs

to be even more aggressive than they’ve
been in the past about catching compa-
nies infringing on their patents and not
respectful of IP. 
Expect to see that with the chip manu-

facturers too, including HP who recently
sued the Chinese chip maker APEX who
makes chips for inkjet cartridges. “HP has
indicated that they are concerned about
chips used on laser cartridges because of
some of the code that’s in there that are
infringing their trademark rights,” says
Brewer. “It could be HP getting more 
in volved on the toner cartridge side.
They remain as aggressive as they’ve
ever been on the inkjet side and that’s
going to continue.”
Other companies that he sees taking

greater strides to protect their intellectual
property, whether it’s toner and inkjet
cartridges or chips, are Lexmark, Canon,
Konica Minolta, and Samsung. 
“Samsung has several cases pending in

several countries in the European courts,”
says Brewer. “They haven’t done anything
in the U.S. yet and I would not be sur-

prised to see Samsung get involved in the
U.S. too. They have larger market share
in Europe, a bigger brand, and so many
product categories that they have a much
bigger presence in retail in Europe than
the U.S. so that’s a better place for them
to initiate lawsuits. A lot of times what
happens is these guys start a lawsuit and
go through the discovery process and then
lawsuits follow in other regions. In the past
U.S. lawsuits result in Euro pean lawsuits.
Now I wonder if the opposite holds true
and will lead to cases in the U.S.”

Security Alerts
Remember a few years ago when securi-
ty was the hot topic? That theme may be
returning in 2015. “Security is going to
be a big issue and this industry is finally
going to wake up and figure out how to
monetize it,” observes Stewart. 
He wouldn’t be surprised to see 

physical security providers such as ADT
Systems and Brinks Home Security move
into print management. “I think security
vendors are going to be interested in the
print space. Customers are going to ask
them, ‘Manage my infrastructure,’ and IT
and print is part of IT. We have some
clients investigating that now and that
looks to be a viable channel.” 

Channel Consumption
Infotrends’ Ramos doesn’t think we’ve

seen the end of channel consumption.
“That’s OEMs consuming channel as
well as channel consuming channel,” he
says. “That’s something to watch and
you’re going to see more activity in 2015.” 

More Companies to Watch
We’ve already referenced a number 
of companies throughout this article,
although there’s probably not a company
in the document imaging industry that’s
not worth watching in 2015, even if 
some will be watched more closely than
others.Take HP, please.
The MFP Report’s Brian Bissett cites

the breakup of HP as a story worth moni-
toring and whether or not that’s going to
have a good or bad impact on the market. 
Similarly, Infotrends’ Ramos asks,

“How is the HP split going to play out
and what impact will that have from a
channel perspective? Channel participa-
tion in HP direct programs is not as high
as HP would want it.” 
“As far as the movers and shakers in

the industry I don’t think that necessarily
changes all that much,” says IDC’s Kmetz.
“It’s what we’re seeing from the likes of
the big players like HP and Xerox, and
the one everybody gets nervous about,
Samsung. There are some inherent chal-
lenges in what Samsung is trying to do in
this market. Do they have the channel?
They’re great manufacturers, but as the
market moves from software to services,
that’s a new area for Samsung and some-
thing they need to get up to speed on.”
Photizo’s Stewart likes what Office

Document Consulting is doing with its
DOCassess current state mapping app.
“I’m bullish on those guys,” says Stewart.
“They’re a small upstart company and
Mike Lamothe is driving that group. I
like where he’s taking things and they
have some good technology behind them.”
He’s also impressed by how Supplies

Network is providing end to end solu-
tions. “There’s going to be some players
who break out beyond the industry and
Supplies Network is doing this with their
distribution,” adds Stewart.
He sees this as an opportunity for

Supplies Network and others with this
approach to compete against the likes of
Amazon. “These players must continue
to provide value in other lines of busi-
ness,” states Stewart. “I still like Print
Audit and have them high on my list in
terms of disruptive players.” 
Bissett views this as a make or break

year for OKI. “They’ve come back from

Trends and Trendsetters of 2015 
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the abyss and are investing in
the business,” he says. “They
fell further and harder than
any body during the recession,
but they seem to be doing much
stronger now and have to accel-
erate that momentum this year.” 
Ramos places Samsung high

on the list of companies to
watch as well. “They’re dou-
bling down on the BTA chan-
nel. They will not be going
direct and they will derive 80
percent from the BTA channel
and 20 percent through the IT
channel. That’s good for the
channel. They’re ultra aggres-
sive with their programs (port-
folio beyond their own product
lineup) and pricing structure.” 
Another company to keep an

eye on is LMI. “If you look at
LMI as a company, what they
have done with their portfolio
and their services offering for

the channel is unique,” says
Ramos. “You have a cartridge
remanufacturer that offers e-
learning to enable the dealer to
be more effective in MPS, and
marketing resources and serv-
ices. That’s one of the reasons
they’ve doubled in size over
the last three years. Their rapid
growth will continue because
of that. In the long run they
have some manufacturer direct
relationships through Samsung,
Konica Minolta, and Toshiba,
so they’re uniquely positioned
as an aftermarket provider of
toner cartridges.”
Finally, he references MWAi,

particularly what they’re doing
with FORZA, as another player
with potential to become a game
changer in the coming year, by
suggesting that FORZA may
start taking market share away
from ECi. �
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Over the past year or so,
Hewlett-Packard has been
fundamentally changing

the way it distributes supplies in
the United States. Beginning last
year, the company implemented
steps to move from an open
model of supplies acquisition to 
a program that provides HP with
more control concerning the resale
of its branded consumables. From
a channel perspective, the changes
have been dramatic. Currently, only
about one-third of the resellers
that once sold HP supplies under
open distribution remain “quali-
fied” to continue selling the
OEM’s branded consumables.
HP, on the other hand, maintains
that it has done what was needed
to do to protect the brand and the
experience customers have when
purchasing HP consumables.
HP’s Steve Sakumoto, VP 

and general manager of HP’s 
U.S. supplies sales organization,
explains that the reason for imple-
menting its channel changes were
practical and necessary. “When
you have open distribution you
have zero ability to manage the
customer experience and brand
representation for HP. Our objec-
tive is to shape that brand experi-
ence. We believe when you do

that you will get a better customer
experience, which leads to brand
loyalty, which leads to more 
repeat business and revenue.” Mr.
Sakumoto is convinced that HP’s
remaining resellers will be those
“that have the right skills and
capabilities to do all that.”

Moving From Open 
To Qualified
It all started in 2013. In the 
spring of 2013, distributors
including Supplies Network and
United Stationers notified their
customers that HP was changing
the way resellers sourced HP-
branded supplies in a very basic
way. The OEM reclassified all of
its printer consumables including
all small- and large-format HP
inkjet cartridges and LaserJet car-
tridges to “authorized products.”
The reclassification would occur
on November 1, 2013 after which
all resellers had to have signed
either a U.S. partner agreement or
a U.S. consumer reseller agree-
ment in order to purchase and sell
the OEM’s consumables products. 
With over 90 percent of HP

supplies in the U.S. moving
through resellers and retailers, 
the reclassification of consum-
ables affected almost all of HP’s

channel partners in the region. In
addition to establishing require-
ments, such as resellers must have
a fully functional website and a
physical address, the U.S. partner
agreement or a U.S. consumer
reseller agreement further stipu-
lated that resellers could sell sup-
plies only to end users. Authorized
resellers were also limited to pur-
chasing supplies exclusively from
one of HP’s authorized tier-one
distributors (see table below).
Prior to the change, resellers were
not required to have an HP part-
ner agreement to market supplies,
and they enjoyed a degree of lati-
tude concerning how they sourced
HP supplies as well as to which
customer they sold these products.
My company, Actionable

Intelligence, began following the
matter during the first part of
2013. In June of 2013, we report-
ed that in a prepared statement,
HP explained it was changing the
classification to deepen its “rela-
tionship with resellers of our sup-
plies products, and improve the
customer shopping experience to
help them make informed choices
to purchase original HP Supplies.”
Reading between the lines we
speculated, perhaps, HP might
also try to better encourage its
resellers to sell less third-party
supplies and more of the OEM’s
branded products.
In the run-up to HP’s imple-

mentation of its reclassification 
of supplies products, a number of
remanufacturers and companies
in the channel express concerns
that HP would attempt to stop
resellers from selling third-party
consumables for HP devices. HP
informed Actionable Intelligence,
however, that becoming an
authorized reseller in no way

HP Sheds More Resellers As It Implements
New Qualified Supplies Program
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HP’s Authorized Distributors for Supplies as of November 1, 2013
Company Address Website
D&H 2525 N. 7th Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110 www.dandh.com
Digitek Computer Products 44258 Mercure Circle, Dulles, VA 20166 www.digitek.com
Ingram Micro 1600 East Saint Andrew Place, Santa Ana, CA 92705 www.ingrammicro.com
New Age Electronics 21950 Arnold Center Road, Carson, CA 90810 www.newageinc.com
(a division of SYNNEX Corporation)

SP Richards/Horizon USA 6300 Highlands Parkway, Smyrna, GA 30082 www.sprichards.com
www.horizonusa.com

Supplies Network 5 Research Park Drive, Saint Charles, MO 63304 www.suppliesnetwork.com
SYNNEX Corporation 44201 Nobel Drive, Fremont, CA 94538 www.synnex.com
Tech Data Corporation 350 Tech Data Drive. Clearwater. FL 33760 www.techdata.com
United Stationers/Azerty One Parkway, North Deerfield, IL 60015 www.unitedstationers.com

www.azerty.com
Wynit 5801 EastTaft Road, Suite 1, North Syracuse, NY 13212 www.wynit.com

Source: Actionable Intelligence and HP
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would preclude channel partners from
selling remanufactured or compatible car-
tridges. Mr. Sakumoto told us categorical-
ly last year, “HP has no intent to change
or alter or influence what a reseller wants
to sell to their customers. We fully sup-
port choice in the marketplace.” He went
on to explain that nowhere in the partner
approval process did it say anything about
only selling HP supplies.
During the spring of this year, word once

again began to circulate that HP would
implement another round of changes before
the end of 2014 related to the distribution
of HP-branded supplies. Resellers that suc-
cessfully began as authorized partners
would be required to be “qualified” as of
November 1, 2014 in order to continue
purchasing and selling HP supplies. The
qualified program for reselling supplies
included a more stringent set of criteria
for resellers to meet (see table at right).

After the Changes
Last year, after HP reclassified its sup-
plies as authorized products, I did not
hear much grumbling from the channel,
which was surprising given all the angst I
heard expressed earlier in the year. The
reason no one was complaining was that
apparently for many companies the
November 1, 2013 deadline came and
went and nothing really changed for
them. At least that’s what I was hearing
from the companies I spoke with subse-
quent to the 2013 deadline. Some firms
even said that they never obtained one of
the required agreements and were able to
continue to source supplies from various
distributors just as they had before sup-
plies were reclassified. 
Having heard so many in the channel

talk about the reclassification of HP sup-
plies as a non-event, I was startled to
learn that the number of independent
resellers selling HP-brand consumables
actually fell considerably. When dis-
cussing the matter with Actionable
Intelligence, Mr. Sakumoto indicated that
as a result of moving supplies from open
distribution to authorized products, the
number of resellers marketing HP sup-
plies dropped from between 17,000-
20,000 to around 9,000 resellers. After
implementing the qualified program in
2014, he says the number of independent

resellers fell to the 5,000-6,000 range,
which is where it is now. Mr. Sakumoto
pointed out that the resellers are in addi-
tion to “10,000-plus retail outlets from
our major retail distribution partners and
of course their dot-com sites.”
Although it seems fewer companies

were dropped in 2014, I did start hearing
howls from the channel after HP put fur-
ther controls in place on its U.S. supplies
in 2014 by implementing the qualified
program. While I didn’t hear much chatter
before November 1, after the deadline
passed the channel became quite vocal. I
started to receive emails about the situa-
tion and comments began to be posted to
the Actionable Intelligence website from
companies that could no longer purchase
HP-branded supplies. 
Many of the disgruntled resellers that I

heard from said that they felt that they
had met the criteria for being qualified to
resell HP supplies but had been dropped
from the roster nonetheless. Paul Mervis,
for example, executive general manager
of Marblehead, MA-based Encore
Images, told me that his firm sold approx-
imately $200,000 worth of HP-branded
ink and toner cartridges annually.
Regardless, he learned from his account
representative at a tier-one distributor two
days before the November 1 deadline that
Encore was on a list of resellers to which
the distributor could no longer supply
with HP-branded consumables. 
Similarly, during an interview for a

story about the changes in HP’s distribu-
tion, Tony Casillo, president of TTS

Business Products in Garden City, NY,
told a similar tale. He said that after meet-
ing the requirements to be authorized last
year, the firm was not granted qualified
status as of November 1. TSS was denied
despite the fact that according to Mr.
Casillo, TTS carefully tracked sales of its
HP-branded supplies and its sales well
exceeded the six-month $15,000 minimum.
These are only two examples of the

companies that we heard from, but they
are indicative of other comments dropped
resellers sent to us. Like the two above,
most said they exceeded the sales vol-
umes to be qualified. As one can see from
the list of criteria, however, it takes more
than just meeting HP’s minimum sales
threshold to be qualified to sell HP sup-
plies. And while the purchasing require-
ments are concrete and easy to prove
they’ve been met, others, such as present-
ing the HP supplies portfolio in a certain
way or having a fully functional website,
seem more nebulous and open to interpre-
tation. Indeed those resellers we heard
from who were denied qualified status
usually indicated the reason was not sales
related but rather had something to do
with how the HP brand was presented or
the functionality of their websites.

What Can They Do?
Dropped resellers have been left to scram-
ble to get HP-branded supplies for their
customers since November 1 of this year,
as they try to become qualified resellers.
One company stated that sales of HP-

HP Sheds More Resellers 
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Criteria for HP Qualified Supplies Resellers
Effective November 1, 2014 (in the U.S.) the Qualified Reseller program requirements will
supersede the standard HP Authorized Reseller program requirements for Original HP Supplies.
Under the HP Qualified Reseller program, resellers will be required to meet all of the following
eligibility criteria in order to purchase printing supplies from HP authorized distributors
(or from HP, where specifically authorized) for purpose of resale to end user customers:

1 Active HP U.S. Partner Agreement.
2 $15K six months minimum shipments for HP supplies (PL1N, 5T, UK, K6 only), or $5OK

six months minimum shipments for all HP products (all PLs).
3 Must have fully functional company website, a physical address where you conduct your

primary business operations (i.e. no P.O. Box), and a phone number, all of which are
reflected on your website and matches your HP PA information.

4 Must appropriately use HP brand trademarks, messaging, and marketing materials, and
present the HP supplies portfolio to your customers in accordance with such guidelines.

5 Must be in good standing with all other applicable HP policies.

Source: HP
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branded supplies made up roughly half of
its annual revenue and said, “We are NOT
going to stop selling HP OEM to our cus-
tomers.” Although the firm was forced to
stop purchasing from its HP tier-one dis-
tributor, it claims its “customers have seen
no disruption in service and our costs
have only gone up slightly.” The firm says
it continues to look for ways to reapply
for qualification but it is being met by “a
corporate wall of silence” and its “ex-HP
rep [says] there is simply nobody to talk
to about it.”
Other dropped resellers have comment-

ed that they are also met with silence from
HP in their bid to be qualified. Mr. Mervis
says that the HP team that does the quali-
fications “has been largely unresponsive,”
“a “nameless, faceless team you commu-
nicate with via email.” Mr. Casillo agrees,
indicating that HP’s Qualified Supplies
Partner Program team only communicated
by email, never divulged the name of an
actual person to contact or call, and was
always slow to reply. He says, “All my

communication with HP has been inter-
mittent and cryptic. That’s been consis-
tent,” says Mr. Casillo. Another dropped
reseller said, “We are looking for ways
to re-apply for ‘HP Qualified Supplies
Program.’ If any body knows how please
let us know.”
Despite hitting what sounds like a 

brick wall, Mr. Sakumoto suggested that 
it was not the end of the road for dropped
resellers and offered advice as to what
they should do next. He emphasized that
resellers and tier-one distributors need to
work together to get dropped resellers
back into the loop. For resellers, he says,
“The first thing to do is go to your tier-
one distributor and figure out a plan for
working toward meeting our requirements.
Once you feel you have a track record of
showing you meet these requirements,
you are welcome to reapply.”

Risky Business?
Of course, it behooves HP to bring its
resellers back into the fold or risk losing

sales of HP-branded supplies to third-
party vendors. Mr. Casillo told Actionable
Intelligence that he was not concerned
finding product because of the availability
of non-HP alternatives. “It’s not a problem.
There’s plenty of product out there.” He told
us, “I never pushed that stuff [third-party
cartridges] before. Now I have no choice.”
Mr. Mervis indicated the same was true
for Encore Imaging. “If you can’t supply
OEM,” he explained, “you are going to find
another way to meet customer needs.”
We asked Mr. Sakumoto if he was con-

cerned that resellers without qualified sta-
tus might source products from suppliers
they had not used before, including third-
party supplies vendors or other alternative
suppliers. He said they worried about that
a lot but listed three reasons why the risks
were manageable. First, the size of the
business represented by the lost resellers
was “low in terms of dollars,” he said.
Second, the overall availability of HP car-
tridges mitigated against any risk. “If the

HP Sheds More Resellers 
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customer has 17 different ways to buy toner and loses one or
two choices,” he explained, “that customer still has a lot of
options available.” Third, HP has always had to compete with
remans and other alternatives. “Those alternatives were already
available. If customers had a propensity to choose reman, they
would have done it a long time ago.” He summarizes that from
HP’s perspective the focus is on the customer, and customers
still have many options for purchasing genuine HP cartridges.
Even after the new programs have been implemented, Mr.

Sakumoto concludes that HP supplies are still over-distributed in

the United States, a remark that some in HP’s U.S. supplies chan-
nel may find unsettling. Although he did not entertain any sug-
gestions that HP’s independent resellers may be further pruned, he
did leave the door open to dropping distributors. Since reclassify-
ing its supplies, HP has dropped Wynit from the above list released
in 2013. When asked if HP has plans to further thin its tier-one
distributors in the United States, Mr. Sakumoto says HP has not
made any final decisions but is reviewing the matter. “The ques-
tion is, do you need eight tier-one distributors? There are reasons
why we could continue to maintain eight and there are reasons
why we might not. We just have not made a decision on that yet.”
HP’s move leaves a lot of other questions unanswered too. 

Is HP indeed right in its estimation that its supplies revenue 
will be relatively unaffected by cutting off the end of what Mr.
Sakumoto sees as its “long tail” of supplies resellers? And what
will that do to supplies sales going forward? After all, even with
its full complement of U.S. resellers, the company has struggled
to maintain its supplies business since the recession. Is HP’s
assessment correct that customers who were willing to try third-
party product have probably already done so? Moreover, will HP
supplies customers be more willing to explore alternatives if the
disenfranchised resellers begin to promote more non-OEM prod-
uct? And, is this the end of HP’s supplies channel changes, or will
we see a further reduction in either the number of tier-one dis-
tributors or resellers? Rest assured, Actionable Intelligence and
ENX will be following all this very closely in the months ahead. �
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Static Control enjoys a well-
earned position as one of 
the largest manufacturers of

aftermarket imaging systems and
components supporting laser and
ink jet cartridge remanufacturers.
Their customers represent the
best of the best in the remanu-
facturing industry and can credit
much of their success and excel-
lence to Static Control who sup-
plies them with the best products,
services, and training.
Customers range from small

mom & pop hobbyists, to the
largest wholesalers supplying big
box retailers, to reseller distribu-
tion partners. Indeed, the compa-
ny’s client list reads like a Who’s
Who from the remanufacturing
industry. 
“We serve the very largest

remanufacturers in the industry as
well as the smallest, every day in
more than 150 countries,” states
Bryan Bonacum, vice president,
North American sales. 
Many of those customers have

been doing business with Static
Control for more than 20 years. 
“We’ve grown with our cus-

tomers and many of the customers

we have today who are growing are
the same ones we’ve had since day
one,” says Bonacum. “They remain
focused on quality, not price.”
Static Control’s sales offices 

and 12 distribution facilities are
located worldwide in 19 countries.
Research, development, engineer-
ing, and manufacturing as well as
global distribution are located at
their world headquarters in Sanford,
North Carolina. These various
locations and global distribution
partners enable Static Control to
satisfy the needs of customers
wherever they may be located. 

Origins
The family owned business was
founded in 1986 as a manufacturer
of anti-static bags. Some customers
used the bags to ship remanufac-
tured cartridges. With an ingrained
ability to listen to their customers
and understand their business
needs, Static Control created the
Imaging Division to provide con-
sistent quality products to those
cartridge recyclers. 
From there the company began

looking at other ways to support
cartridge remanufacturers. As the
market grew, the need for replace-
ment parts in monochrome toner
cartridges, such as PCRs, mag
rollers and seals, became a neces-
sity. Static Control began to pro-
vide these solutions, items that were
not readily available at the time. 
“That led to what we’ve be-

come now—a vertically integrated
source for the remanufacturing
marketplace,” states Bonacum.
Although the Bag Division 

was sold to 3M in 2006, Static
Control’s Imaging Division con-
tinues on the path that forged 

its success, listening closely to 
its more than 20,000 customers
around the world to ensure their
needs are always being met.

An Emphasis on R&D
As a market leader of remanufac-
tured supplies, Static Control has
and continues to make investments
in R&D; it’s critical to the reverse
engineering process. 
“Being the IP-focused, technol-

ogy driven company we are, we
are often first-to-market with new
solutions, such as cartridge chips,
where we have always been the
market leader. It started with pro-
viding the first advanced solutions,
such as replacement chips for HP®

4100 cartridges or a full remanu-
facturing system for HP® 9000
cartridges,” said Bonacum. “We
were years ahead of the competi-
tion and it opened up many oppor-
tunities for our customers. We are
always tackling the latest techno-
logical challenges to help our 
customers better succeed.”  
Bonacum continues, “Hands

down we are the global leader of
reverse engineering in the industry.
We’ve invested a tremendous
amount over the years.”
Thoughtful design that takes

into consideration customer goals
and process efficiencies is a key
component of the company’s
development program. Equally
impressive is Static Control’s abil-
ity to move the industry forward
through a changing landscape of
market conditions and techno -
logical innovation. 
For example, Bonacum cites

one OEM whose cartridge
microchips proved to have been
extremely challenging to emulate.

Static Control:
The Remanufacturing Industry’s Dependable
Source for Quality Parts and Components
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Bryan Bonacum
Vice President, 
North American
Sales

One of SCCs engineers
working with a lawyer
to discuss intellectual
property.



Static Control spent two years on the
reverse engineering process and introduced
a replacement chip to the market another
two years prior to any other company in
the world. 
Static Control’s research and develop-

ment team is comprised of a talented
group of specialists, including scientists,
engineers, and technicians across many
disciplines who collaborate closely with
one another to better understand the prod-
ucts they’ve been tasked with creating.

Product Offering 
Static Control’s mission is to provide the
best possible customer experience, the best
possible products and services, with the
smallest possible environmental impact.
It’s a mission that’s been accomplished
since the very beginning. The company
manufactures, in-house, more than 10,000
imaging products and has a catalog of
more than 15,000 imaging products. It also
stocks thousands of chips for cartridges, 
all developed and manufactured in Sanford. 
Static Control also offers toner for print-

ers and copiers. Chemical toners are blend-
ed in-house using proprietary formulas 
to provide quality image density and the
same amount of page yield as the OEM. 
In addition to its expansive chip and

toner offerings, Static Control manufactures
a wide variety of solutions such as toner
adder rollers, developer rollers, doctor
blades, packaging options, seals and more. 
“We are known for our chips and other

imaging solutions, but we develop every-
thing that is needed to remanufacture a
cartridge, right down to the box you sell 
to the customer,” said Bonacum. 

Respectful of IP 
Providing IP-safe solutions is more 
important than ever in the imaging indus-
try, as almost every major OEM has sued 
a remanufacturer, supplier or dealer for
patent infringement or product mislabel-

ing.  Bonacum believes a key factor in
having a successful business today is being
informed on the IP surrounding products. 
“The people who understand that IP 

is a valuable part of business know they
have to purchase from a supplier who 
conducts the best due diligence to avoid
infringement,” said Bonacum. “We also
continually communicate with our cus-
tomers regarding the latest IP concerns 
to help keep them aware, like with the
recent drum gear legal action.” 
The company’s legal team reviews 

each design to ensure the integrity of all
products and avoid IP-related issues. In
addition, Static Control holds more than
100 U.S. and foreign patents. 
Bonacum added, “Our customers know

we are the safest place to buy on the IP
side and a known source for the next tech-
nology breakthrough for the aftermarket.”

Mature Marketplace
The majority of Static Control’s business
is conducted outside of North America,
although North America represents a
strong, albeit mature base of business. 
As a leader and trend setter in a mature

market, Static Control has been unwaver-
ing in its commitment to its core business
values. Every single day the company
works closely with its broad customer 
base to provide the solutions they request
to continue growing their businesses. 
“We have customers who have been

remanufacturing for a long time,” says
Bonacum. “They’re providing high quality
cartridges to the dealer channel. These cus-
tomers are staying the course and growing
even as fewer pages are printed. For those
customers doing it right, there’s a lot of
opportunity for growth.”
As successful as the company has been

over the years that success couldn’t contin-
ue if it didn’t make an effort to ensure its
customers are successful as well. 
Static Control customers have access to an

online library filled with technical documents
to assist in remanufacturing and general
product information. The company also
provides training sessions and informational
seminars throughout the world. Additionally,
the company offers dedicated marketing
resources to its customers, including
brochures, videos, and packaging options.
“In the past, we would develop and mar-

ket components for our customers. Now
we are shifting the conversation and work-
ing with customers to understand the mar-
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Static Control Components, Inc. 
at a Glance
• Founded in 1986 and led by brothers Bill

and Michael Swartz

• The company employs more than 1,000
people in Sanford, NC 

• The electrostatic bag division of the 
company was sold to 3M in 2006

• More than 10,000 products are manufac-
tured in Sanford throughout 12 manufac-
turing facilities 

• Static Control Component’s world head-
quarters is in North Carolina. Its European
headquarters is in Reading, United
Kingdom; Middle East/Africa HQ is in
Johannesburg, South Africa; Asian HQ 
is in Hong Kong, China 

• Static Control Components has 12
Distribution Centers across the globe. The
locations include  Sanford, NC; Camarillo,
CA; Reading, UK; Hong Kong, China;
Zhuhai, China; Cape Town, South Africa;
Johannesburg, South Africa; Barcelona,
Spain; Ontario, Canada; Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates; Butzbach, Germany;
Istanbul, Turkey

• Static Control has 18 global distributors,
which cover the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, India, Italy, Indonesia, Japan,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Philippines,
Russia, South Korea, Ukraine and Venezuela 

Static Control’s world headquarters
and global distribution in Sanford, NC

continued on page 42
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ket needs of their customers and dealers,”
explained Bonacum. “This helps us devel-
op and market the solutions we know they
need, such as extended yield offerings for
Kyocera/Lexmark/Dell, or offering full
color imaging solutions that provide 
consistent high quality.” 
“Arlington’s ColorEdge line of car-

tridges is a great example of how we
understand the need of our customers and
the marketplace,” said Bonacum. “While
we don’t have a direct relationship with
Arlington, we helped our customer win
the business by not only providing
ColorControl, the imaging solution that
proved to perform at the same level as 
the OEM, but went a step further and
helped with their marketing plan.” 
The ColorControl Replacement

Imaging Systems is one of the latest ways
Static Control is helping its aftermarket
customers achieve success. This new sys-
tem makes it easier for aftermarket suppli-
ers to remanufacture business quality, 
premium color cartridges. 
“The industry has spun their wheels on

color. While some have been successful,
overall the industry has struggled due 
to the lack of high quality components
developed to work together,” says
Bonacum. “With ColorControl, we’re 
giving our customers a new opportunity 
to raise their profits. The point is to go
after that big OEM market share.”
An interactive website, www.colorcon-

trol.info, offers videos and renderings that

help Static Control’s customers better
communicate with their customers the
benefits of the ColorControl system. The
website explains in an easy-to-understand
format the complexity within a toner car-
tridge. With more than 30 embedded ani-
mations and videos, it can explain to any
novice the importance of using the com-
pany’s integrated system of components. 

The Future
After introducing more than 1,000 new
products late last year, expect to see
greater diversification in Static Control’s
product portfolio in the coming year. For
instance, the company has some exciting
new initiatives in store for 2015 that will
positively impact its traditional aftermar-
ket remanufacturing customers along with
the dealer channel responsible for selling
MPS (Managed Print Services). 
“We’re going to bring new solutions 

to the market targeted toward MPS sales
which will address some of the problems
that have historically plagued that market-
place,” reports Bonacum.
He feels MPS still has the potential 

to reap big profits for Static Control’s 
customers. 
“We’re going to push that high level of

quality and give them more opportunities.
That includes working on providing more
extended yield offerings and properly
reporting cartridges, which are great bene-
fits for MPS clients,” said Bonacum.  
That’s just one more example of how

Static Control meets customer needs in 
an ever-changing market and why they
remain a trusted source.
“Static Control, just like in our begin-

nings, continues to provide the best solu-
tions for our customers to allow them to
be the best at what they do,” concludes
Bonacum. 
And that’s why Static Control remains

the best at what they do. �

Contact Information
Static Control Components, Inc. 
3010 Lee Avenue
PO Box 152
Sanford, NC 27331 
Web: www.scc-inc.com
E-mail: info@scc-inc.com 
Tel: (800) 488.2426
Fax: (800) 488.2452 

International 
Tel: (919) 774-3808
Fax: +1 (919) 774-1287 

Static Control

One of SCC’s chip engineers working in the
early stages of designing a cartridge chip

An employee working in SCC’s chip plant

One of SCC’s scientists testing in SCC’s analytic labs
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Keith Justus founded
Business Copier
Solutions, a Toshiba,

Konica Minolta, and Muratec
dealership 13 years ago. Not the
best time to launch a new busi-
ness venture. As luck would have
it, that business venture has navi-
gated all sorts of economic perils
and continues to grow, most sig-
nificantly experiencing 200 per-
cent year over year growth during
the most recent fiscal year. That’s
not bad for a small dealership
with big aspirations. 
The dealership has been recog-

nized by Pros Elite Group and
Konica Minolta for its service
excellence and is a member of
the Muratec Imagemakers Club.
Clearly, Justus and company are
doing something right. To get a
better idea of just exactly what
Business Copier Solutions is
doing right, I interviewed Justus
about his dealership, his back-
ground in the industry, the rea-
sons for the company’s recent
growth spurt, and what segments
of the business are doing well for
the dealership these days and why.

How’s business?
JUSTUS: We’re having a great
year and we expect to break our
records this year over past years. 

What segments of the business
are doing well for you?
JUSTUS: We’re doing well with
up and down the street and major
accounts. IT Services has grown
a tremendous amount for us this
year also. 

Why do you think that is?
JUSTUS: We’ve expanded servic-
es and remained true to our core.
Some of our major accounts have
allowed BCS to take over their
entire IT department and place

BCS employees on site enabling
BCS to grow and the customer 
to save money.

What are you specifically
doing in the IT Services
realm?
JUSTUS: We’re doing a total
solution customized for the 
customer’s needs.

How long ago did you get 
into IT Services?
JUSTUS: We’ve been in it for
about three years now.

What would you say is the
biggest challenge of offering
Managed IT Services?
JUSTUS: Overcoming clients'
fear of change and allowing us to
come in and do the job for them. 

Was there any fear of change
internally when you decided 
to get into Managed IT?
JUSTUS: No, we knew we had 
to do it. Even though we’ve been
doing it for three short years, we
knew that we had to aggressively
seek experienced candidates in
order to compete in this emerging
market. There was no fear inter-
nally, it was let’s get the right
people and be aggressive.

Where did your dealership
acquire the expertise to do
this?
JUSTUS: Prior to us having our
own IT department we purchased
an IT company and continue to
use many reputable sources in
our industry.

What segments of the business
would you like to see doing
better?
JUSTUS: Overall all segments 
of our business are doing well;
however, I think MPS is a focus
area that we can improve upon. 

How do you think you’ll 
do that?
JUSTUS: We have all the tools
needed with our main manufac-
turers. We can do a better job
with going deeper and wider 
with our MPS program. 

What’s the one thing you
know now about Managed
Services that you wish you
knew from the outset?
JUSTUS: The assessments are
important and we could have
done a better job with the assess-
ment and defining the scope of
work. We found we were doing 
a lot of work we didn’t need to
do on the project. Basically, the
assessment going into the account
and the way we were doing it.

How long did it take to figure
that out and fix it?
JUSTUS: About six or seven
months, and a year until it was
perfect and we knew what we
were doing. 

Who do you find yourself
competing against?
JUSTUS: We’re the largest 
independent in San Diego. In 
this marketplace, the Ricoh and
Konica Minolta branches are
strong players along with the
global Xerox organization. 

I understand the company 
is environmentally friendly,
what does that mean and how
do you leverage that with 
customers?
JUSTUS: In our own BCS office,
we are very environmentally 
conscious. With our customers,
we have a free recycling program
where we provide recycling
boxes along with each copier. 
We provide our customer with 

A Conversation with Keith Justus
President of Business Copier Solutions 
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an eco-tool that allows them to view their
carbon footprint. Toshiba has the first
erasable copier that we donated to non-
profit organizations that are environmen-
tally conscious. 

I understand you actively recruit 
college students for sales positions.
How do you make this industry sound
attractive to these young people and
how successful have your efforts been
in retaining them once you have 
them on board?
JUSTUS: BCS offers internships for 
high school graduates preparing to enter
college. We put them in entry level sales
positions, mainly cold calling. Our senior
reps and management help them close the
deals and they get to keep all commissions
toward their college tuition. Some of our
interns attended LMU LA, San Jose
State, and USD and received up to $8,000
towards their freshman year tuition.
These interns are qualified to come back
each summer to raise money for the 
following year’s tuition. 

As far as college recruitment, San Diego
has many universities. We attend their open
houses and job fairs and provide training
to recent college grads at no expense. 

Let’s talk a little bit about you, 
how’d you get into this business?
JUSTUS: I started as a sales rep with
Pitney Bowes in the copier division. I 
was later promoted to various manager
positions within the company, leaving as
District Director of Southern California.

How long ago was that?
JUSTUS: I have been in this industry 
for 21 years.

What’s the best thing about doing
what you do?
JUSTUS: I love what I do and some of
my best friends are some of my largest
customers. I have met many people from
organizations doing great things and I
have been able to contribute to those
organizations by helping them continue
their growth and able to give back to 
the community. 

What’s your least favorite activity 
that you find yourself doing weekly 
or daily?
JUSTUS: Finding the right people that fit
our model. Our company employees, we
treat like family. I would think most deal-
ers would agree trying to find the right
people is a challenge. Personally, trying
to find the right employee to fit the BCS
model is my biggest challenge. 

What do you do when you’re not
working?
JUSTUS: Family and friends are very
important to me. I spend a lot of time with
my grandchildren. BCS and the San Diego
Padres are partners and we have a BCS
suite at Petco Park for the entire season
which allows me to spend quality time
with family, friends and valued customers. 

How’s the rest of the year look for
Business Copier Solutions?
JUSTUS: It’s looking strong. We are on
track for another record breaking year. �

– By Scott Cullen

A Conversation with Keith Justus





The office technology indus-
try thrives on service and
whenever one asks a dealer

why customers choose them as
opposed to a competitor, more
often than not, service ends up as
one of the primary reasons. 
One of the companies at the

forefront of assisting dealerships
enhance its service operations is
BEI Services, whose focus is

imaging device and technician
performance benchmarking. Now,
after helping dealerships for more
than 20 years improve their serv-
ice operations, BEI Services is
launching a new initiative in 2015
to honor those dealers whose
service levels excel compared to
their peers. 
BEI Services is looking to do

something completely different

than what others in the industry
have done before when it comes
to service recognition programs. 
“Most programs are well inten-

tioned, in that they work to recog-
nize dealer service organizations
that provide outstanding service,”
explains Wes McArtor, president
of BEI Services. “As an objective
observer, I have to ask; how is 
it possible that there are dealers
that consistently win recognition,
while key performance metrics
would say they shouldn’t? How is
it possible that only one company
in a market area is the only ‘good’
one? How is it possible that a
truly ‘good’ dealer gets no 
recognition?”
Those questions lead to more

questions. Most importantly,
“How are they measured, if at all?
In addition has anyone published
the criteria for how a dealer is rec-
ognized to ensure the award is
earned and not bought?”
BEI Services and ENX maga-

zine’s Office Technology Service
Excellence Award will change
that thanks to a partnership
between BEI Services and ENX
Magazine. Top award winners
will be featured throughout 2015
in ENX Magazine. 
“This award will recognize

dealers whose service perform-
ance meets, or exceeds, specific
and clear measurable goals for
machine and technician perform-
ance,” states McArtor.
The key elements of this new

award are based on what matters
most to the customer. 
“Obviously the customer wants

someone there quickly when a
problem arises,” states McArtor.
“In my experience though, they

BEI Services and ENX Magazine to Acknowledge

Service Excellence in 2015
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The 11 Key Technician Performance Metrics

These are the 11 performance metrics, weighted on three areas that affect
the customer the most. 
Average Start Time: Compares the technician’s ability to arrive at their first call at the time 
designated as the start of day by the dealer.

Average Last Call Completion: Indicates the average time the technician completes their 
last call of the day, compared to the end of day time set by the dealer.

Effective Hours: Compares the total hours the technician spends in the field servicing cus-
tomers’ devices to BEI’s benchmark of the number of hours available to work each month.

First Call Average: Compares the length of the first call to all others done by the technician.
This measurement indicates whether the technician is misreporting the actual time they arrived
at the first call.

Middle Call Average: Compares the length of the middle call to all the others done by the tech-
nician. This measurement indicates the consistency of the technician’s call procedures and time
accountability accuracy.

Last Call Average: Compares the length of the last call to all the others done by the technician.
This measurement can be an indicator of a technician misreporting their last call times.

Parts Usage: Measures the technician cost per page for parts to BEI’s national benchmarks 
by model.

CPP Management:  This Cost per Page measurement compares the technician’s over parts and
labor cost for servicing compared to BEI’s national benchmarks by model.

Average Hold for Parts: Compares the technician’s hold for parts instances to BEI’s benchmark
of 12% of customer placed calls.

Average Call Backs: Compares the technician’s ability to fix the devices on the first call without
incurring an additional call in the prescribed number of days, or pages.  BEI sets this standard
and the target is 20% of customer placed calls.

Total MCBV: This measures the technician’s ability to fix the machine by tracking how many
pages the machine produces between each visit. This is compared to BEI’s national benchmark
by model.

continued on page <None>
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would prefer not to have to call someone
in the first place. As a result, many of the
measurements used to determine the win-
ners of this award focus on reliability and
technician proficiency.”  
BEI Services’ process for determining

service excellence centers on performance
analytics, including historical service data
to document the quality of service provid-
ed by each participating dealer. The rank-
ing and grading process uses BEI’s propri-
etary database of performance statistics to
ensure each participant is evaluated fairly
and uniformly. It is open to all dealers
using a supported ERP platform for man-
aging its service operations, or can provide
BEI Services with the data in the appropri-
ate format. 
Dealers do not have to be a BEI

Services customer to be considered for an
award, and will be evaluated at no cost. 
Both the dealer and individual techni-

cians will be recognized for meeting each
level of service performance. The top

award winners will be visited by a BEI
team member and audited at no charge, to
ensure that the data received is accurate
and not manipulated in any way. 
Dealers will be evaluated on four key

metrics: 
Average Call Back Rates – This

equates to technician’s performance on the
machines they work on and the training
commitment and practices of the dealer-
ship. This measurement indicates how fre-
quently a customer has to call for service
within a prescribed amount of time, or
pages, following the previous service call. 
Average Hold for Parts Rates – This

measures the amount of time a technician
did not have the parts needed to complete
the service call on the first visit, indicating
the dealer’s ability to effectively manage
its inventories.
Average Technician Grade – There are

11 key performance metrics, weighted on
three areas that affect the customer the
most (see sidebar). 

Average MCBV (Mean Copies
Between Visits) – This metric calculates
the average images produced between
service calls which is an indicator of
machine reliability. This complex algo-
rithm not only determines if their machine
MCBV exceeds the average, but also by
how much.
Technicians are also evaluated on a

weighted grade card system, using stan-
dardized grading and point deductions.
For the highest level awards, BEI

Services will actually visit the dealership
and audit them from an operational stand-
point. This audit will ensure that the com-
pany’s Service Excellence Score reflects
the company’s true performance. “We
want the award winners to fully under-
stand all aspects of the evaluation,” notes
McArtor. In addition to a BEI Services
audit, these dealers will be profiled by
ENX magazine and the Week in Imaging
to further promote their achievement. 

Service Excellence in 2015
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Gauging Success
Success of this new award program will
be gauged by the number of dealers who
incorporate this grading methodology into
their internal evaluation processes. In
addition, further success of the program
will be gained by introducing a method
for technicians to be recognized for their
outstanding efforts in servicing each com-
pany’s customers. “In the technician ranks
we’d like to see a heightened awareness of
each tech’s performance level, creating a
new atmosphere of competition among the
techs,” says McArtor. This should increase
the number of technicians achieving an
award level. McArtor continues, “I also
want as many dealers as possible calling
me to find out what they have to do to get
this award.”
He’s also hoping to generate dealer

interest outside of BEI Services’ existing
customer base. 
McArtor expects this to become an

ongoing program. “As each dealer

achieves a certain level or scores higher,
they’ll move up to another award level.
BEI Services will certify them, making
sure that the data is correct. From that
point forward we will monitor the dealer’s
performance and immediately recognize
when the dealer has achieved a higher
award level. Otherwise they’ll be evaluat-
ed on a 12-month anniversary and they’ll
get a new award that’s based on the given
performance level,” explains McArtor. 
BEI Services will follow a similar

approach with technician awards. 
“This is a game changer for the industry

because no one has ever done an objective
job of measuring criteria and certifying
that this dealer has done a good job.
Without national statistics you don’t know
what good looks like. Every other award
program relies on too much subjectivity,
which in my opinion allows for bias. This
is totally objective and recognizes your
performance compared to your peers as
excellent.”

In an industry where the differentiation
between one OEM’s products and anoth-
er’s are minimal at best, the differentiator
for the dealer in his marketplace is the
performance of the service department. 
“If we can use a program like this to

draw attention to what a well run service
department looks like and what’s required,
I think we can have a substantial impact
on the dealer’s profitability and the indus-
try as a whole,” concludes McArtor. �

Service Excellence in 2015





The holiday ham has been
put away. The Christmas
gifts have all been shoved

back in the closet. The kids have
returned to school. The holiday
fun is over. While our non-revenue
generating friends were busy
unwrapping their boxes and bags,
our tribe was unwrapping a gift of
another type, “The Annual Quota.”
Just like the other kids, we had
been focused on, and anticipating,
what was inside the box. We knew
it was some variation of another
year-over-year increase. We just
didn’t know how big. And now 
we know. The wrapping paper 
of uncertainty has been removed.
The contents out in the open. For
some, it may have brought a sigh
of relief, but for many, it set the
stage for a challenging year ahead. 
The legendary Vince Lombardi

once said, “The price of success is
hard work, dedication to the job at
hand, and the determination that
whether we win or lose, we have
applied the best of ourselves to the
task at hand.” Vince was a heck 
of a football coach but I wouldn’t
recommend you using that quote
when it comes time to talk to your
boss about the upcoming 2015
Newly Revised – Ever Increasing
– More Impossible Than Last Year
– Quota. “Hey boss. About that
quota thing; the way I see it is that
if I work hard, dedicate myself
and am really, really determined
but don’t make the number, well,
that’s ok.” Anybody want to try
that one? I didn’t think so. 

Before we get into specifics 
on how to prepare to hit your new
numbers, let’s look at the positive
side of quotas. First, there are some
nice economics tied to the destina-
tion. Sell more, earn more. Enough
said. Yes, your variable may have
changed slightly and yes, you may
have to sell a little more in the new
year just to earn the same amount
as the previous year, but it’s pretty
likely that when you deliver your
full bucket of sales, you will bring
home more bacon. Second, you
know exactly what your job require -
ment is for the year. No overly
subjective performance reviews. No
questions about, “Am I doing a
good job or not.” Post the number.
Keep it ethical. Provide incredible
service to your customers (one of
the main factors in making the
number). And work hard, proba-
bly harder than anyone else. 
The Quota Number is going to be

coming your way. It is inevitable.
I recall some years ago, back in
another life, just how much time
was spent talking about the num-
ber… Worrying about the num-
ber… Coming up with reasons
that the number was impossible…
In other words, wasting a lot of
time. And worse, spending time
focused on why something could-
n’t be done vs. figuring out a way
to get it done. When you are stuck
in the mud of negativity, you can
only look down. Change your view
to gaze at what’s possible, then
you quit staring at your stuck feet
and start moving forward again. 

To help look forward, I spend a
couple of days during the holiday
season developing my action plan
for the following year. The more I
have in the pipeline, the less time I
need to spend planning, I just need
to get working. If you aren’t used
to doing an Annual Success Plan,
here are some things you may
want to consider:

Here are the top 5 things 
you can do to make your
new 2015 quota:

1Review your pipeline. Come on
now, this isn’t your “Wish List”

of deals that would be nice for
Santa to deliver to you, this needs
to be based in reality. Here is a
great tip for scrubbing your pipe -
line: Ask yourself, “Would you
stake your future on what you say
is in your pipeline?” Oh, wait, 
you have. Maybe some scrubbing
needs to be done. Now for the
Pipeline Equation (PE): Total 
dollars in the pipeline times the
likelihood of close times 60%.
Why 60%? Because either your
likelihood of close–or–the antici-
pated dollars are off. And if they
aren’t, then you just hit quota ear-
lier in the year and that’s ok too.

2Review current sales and cus-
tomers. How much is at risk?

Put real numbers to this. Look at
your 20% of the accounts that do
80% of the revenue and put some
probability of loss in there. Sure,
the number is a guess and it will
be wrong but you have to develop
a mindset that recognizes some

The Year Ahead  
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business will be lost or reduced, that’s just
the way it is. And again, if it turns out better
than you project, well, that’s a nice upside.

3Determine the variance between your
quota and the combination of pipeline

plus net existing business. I know, it’s scary
but it will be ok. Just breathe. 

4Determine how many new opportun-
ities you need to add during the year.

Remember, every day, week, month, the
number goes up due to time being used up.

5Get off your butt and go to work.

Remember, attaining quota, being 
successful; these are not “events” but
adventures in a journey. Success doesn’t
happen in an instant and it won’t happen
without planning and effort. Some days are
tougher than others. Keep in mind the
words of Albert Einstein, the great bagel
guy, “Success is not final, failure is not
fatal: it is the courage to continue that
counts.” Be courageous and laugh at that
quota. Then go out and blow it away. �

The Year Ahead





When you’re pitching for
new business as an MSP,
like it or not you are an

outsider and you have to overcome
this. Network assessments can 
be a great tool to win over your
prospect and demonstrate what
you can do.
Engaging with a new prospect

is challenging. As a solutions pro -
vider, you are an outsider coming
in to try and establish a foothold.
Your services may be different
from how they are used to work-
ing, particularly if you have
embraced the idea of delivering
managed services rather than a
“break-fix” style of engagement. 
As part of the sales process, you

need to establish trust, show the
value of your service approach,
and educate the business owner on
the difference in your capabilities.
A logical place to start is by

performing a network assessment.
In general, a business owner or
CEO will have very little idea of
what’s on the company network,
whether it’s working to its full
ability, running cost-effectively or
is a drain on company resources
and finances. 
Weak passwords, apps down-

loaded without authorization, 
un-inventoried servers attached to
the network—all of these things
and more can have an effect on
the day-to-day running of the IT
infrastructure and impact business
processes. 
The ability to carry out a sys-

tems health check gives you the
competitive edge as it allows you
to create a fully branded report
that quickly identifies weak points
in the network that will cause a
problem in the future (or already
has). 
This helps you to devise a plan

that can be used to improve the
management of the network
through managed services. It

allows the company to mitigate
risk when it comes to security 
and it lets you provide a tailored
service covering everything the
customer needs. 
The approach is simple. Use

technology tools to conduct an
inventory and assessment of the
environment, looking for the key
pain points. No network is perfect,
and using the information provid-
ed by this assessment will enable
you to generate a set of recom-
mendations on how to address the
issues that were discovered. Tech -
nology, like a remote monitoring
and management solution, can be
used to conduct these assessments,
so that they can be done in a com-
pletely automated manner. Install
the software (potentially on a lap-
top left in the environment to scan),
let it run for a period of time, and
then collect the information. 
Review this information with

the prospect. Show how the use of
technology to monitor the environ -
ment will highlight and identify
issues before they become signifi-
cant problems. Demonstrate how
the use of technology will deliver
accurate inventory and status in -
formation, allowing the asset infor -
mation to be used for financial and
planning purposes. Illustrate how
the detailed information can be used
to make upgrade plans, schedule
security updates, and proactively
manage the environment. 
These detailed reports are often

new to many SMBs, having never
used technology in this way to
automate the way their network
runs. Additionally, these assess-
ments turn up opportunities every
single time. Every network has
issues, ranging from security
loopholes and backup failures, to
unchecked event logs and rogue
processes. Offering insight into
these issues and your capabilities
to resolve them will help show the

business owner what is possible
with a superior solutions provider. 
In doing this process we use

three critical strategies to engage
with our prospect:

1 l Education
Customers need to be educated

on the value of the services avail-
able to them by embracing cloud
technologies, and to be shown 
the difference in the capabilities.
Cloud-based email, for example,
is delivered from multiple data
centers with redundant connectiv -
ity and always-on failover, which
is simply cost prohibitive to have
within an SMB. By educating
customers on what is possible with
these new technologies, they will
open their eyes to the differences.

2 l Trust
As service providers, it is impor-
tant to show customers expertise
via an organized methodology.
The use of a network assessment
is a strong way to build trust,
where a service provider invest -
igates the customer’s existing
infrastructure and uses technical
know-how to expose potential risk
within the environment. A struc-
tured methodology will always
expose risk that can be mitigated
or eliminated via proper invest-
ment, and this exercise gives cus-
tomers a chance to experience the
technical expertise of the solu tions
provider, and thus build trust.

3 l Value
The service provider will show
how the use of technology, partic-
ularly in the assessment process,
is a level above what is typical for
most SMBs, and thus the value of
the services delivered. By show-
ing a differentiation of service, the
service provider establishes the
value of their expertise, and addi-
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So you think you want to sell
your business? Before you
speak to a buyer, before you

sign an engagement agreement with
a broker or Investment Banker, or
before you even consider accept-
ing an offer to sell your business,
you need to ensure you are prop-
erly prepared to move forward.
After 35 years of helping buy-

ers and sellers of businesses like
yours, we at CFA-MidWest have
witnessed first-hand just about 
all the mistakes business owners
make when they go to sell their
businesses. Based upon our expe-
riences, we developed a list of The
10 Biggest Mistakes Business
Sellers Make. This month, we will
review the first three of these 10
mistakes. In the next two issues,
we will review the rest of the list.
Please note: the list is not in order
of importance. 

Mistake #1: Not Mentally
Prepared to Sell
There is a big difference between
being ready to sell and being pre-
pared to sell. In our experience,
many owners are ready to sell but
few are truly mentally prepared 
to sell.
My father, Morley Zipursky,

who founded CFA-MidWest in
1980, is fond of saying, “The 
single biggest mistake business
sellers make is not being properly
prepared to sell. Selling your
business is more than putting 
a ‘For Sale' sign out front.”
Many industrial psychologists

believe for the business owner,
selling a business is as emotional,
gut wrenching, stressful, and
physically and mentally demand-
ing as running…and finishing…a
full marathon race. Just as world
class marathoners train and pre-

pare each day for their competi-
tions, a business owner must be
equally prepared to sell his/her
business. If not prepared, you will
not be able to finish the “race.”
I have often said, selling your

business is simultaneously one 
of the most exciting and stressful
times you will experience in your
business. Sometimes, the success-
ful sale comes down to a “survival
of the fittest.” 
How best to prepare to sell your

business? First and foremost, you
must be absolutely committed to
the process of selling your business.
During the business sale process,
it is natural for you to have pangs
of seller’s remorse; not to have any
is unnatural. However, if you are
not comfortable with the decision to
sell, you can’t be prepared to sell. 
How do you get comfortable

with your decision to sell? Speak
with your team of trusted advi-
sors about the process; they have
helped other business owners
with this process. Quiz your
friends who have sold their busi-
nesses. Chances are, they rode an
emotional roller-coaster through
the process; their own experi-
ences will help you prepare for
what you will face. 
Back to our marathon analogy:

Selling your business is a mara -
thon, not a sprint. You need to be
prepared to run the entire race
and also to handle the peaks 
and valleys of the process.

Mistake #2: Know 
Why You’re Selling
Once you are mentally prepared
and comfortable with your deci-
sion to sell, avoid the 2nd mistake
business sellers make, not having
a clear picture of why they are
selling their business.

Contrary to popular belief, the
first question buyers ask us about
our selling clients is not: “What’s
the price.” Rather, it is, “Why is
your client selling their business?”
The reason this is a critical ques-
tion is buyers are concerned about
what we call the “edge of the cliff”
syndrome. That is, buyers think the
owner is selling because as soon
as the business is sold, its revenues
or earnings will “fall off the edge
of the cliff,” so to speak. Buyers
think/assume owners are selling
in order to “get out before some-
thing bad happens to the business.”
You must be able to clearly and

concisely explain to an acquirer
why you are willing to sell your
business. Simply stating, “Because
you called me to see if I’d sell,” 
is generally not going to give a
buyer a warm-fuzzy. Similarly, if
you’re 45 years old and in good
health, declaring you want to sell
for “retirement and estate planning
purposes” may bring glassy-eyed
stares from potential acquirers.
Buyers seek honesty from sell-

ers. If you are not honest with
yourself regarding your reason 
for selling, you will not be able to
succinctly articulate your reason
for sale to a buyer.

Mistake #3: Not Knowing
the Value of Your Business
My last three articles dealt with
the subject of valuing your busi-
ness. If you plan to sell your busi-
ness, not having an idea of the
real value of the company is one
of the single big gest mistakes 
you can make.
In our experience, we have

seen many transactions fail
because the seller had no real
idea as to the value of his/her
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business. Just because the
buyer contacts you and makes
an offer does not necessarily
make it a good…or bad…deal.
Recently, we received a call

from the owner of an imaging
supplies distributor. He’d been
contacted by a buyer who
offered what the owner
thought was a very fair price.
After a review of the seller’s
financial statements and learn-
ing more about the business,
we were able to show the
owner the buyer’s offer was
about 50% of where it should
be. The seller rejected the
buyer’s offer, engaged CFA to
run a process, and we ended
up selling the business for
almost 2 ½ times more than
the original offer …to the
same buyer who made the ini-
tial offer. Our client thanked
us for helping him see how

much money he could have
left on the table. 
In order to even know if 

you will receive a fair offer for
your company, you must have
a realistic idea what your busi-
ness is worth before you enter
the market to sell it. Consider
this: would you approach a
customer about buying the
products or services your
company sells without a clear
idea of what it costs you to
produce or sell your products
or services? Of course not! 
For this reason alone, it is

absolutely imperative for you
to know the value of your
business before you try to sell.
Therein lies the first three 

of our 10 Biggest Mistakes
Sellers Make When Selling
Their Businesses. Next month,
we’ll cover three more of the
10 Biggest Mistakes. �

10 Biggest Mistakes
tionally shows the value of
their service offerings. 
By focusing on education,

trust, and value in each
engagement, from a basis of
sound assessment methodolo-
gy, service providers differen-
tiate themselves from internal
IT and from antiquated ideas
of infrastructure management.
Technology has advanced con-
siderably, and there are oppor-
tunities for all by embracing
those changes. The network
assessment is a key strategy
for engaging with prospects
and generating business.
In fact, these network

assessments often generate two
kinds of additional work. First,
they offer project opportunities,
solving the identified issues 
in a systematic way. Older
hardware upgrades, software
replacements, backup technol-

ogy replacements, outdated
software, and the like, are all
typical follow-up work. Second,
maintenance arrangements
delivered as managed services
to ensure the customer does
not have to deal with recurring
problems often result from the
network assessment.
By proving how technology

can be used proactively, the
solutions provider shows the
difference in the approach,
changing the perception of 
the way IT services should be
delivered. These both open 
the door for opportunities, and
ensure the solutions provider
engages the customer with a
sense of confidence that there
are no hidden issues lurking
beyond. Establishing trust,
value, and education early is a
sound strategy, accomplished
via the network assessment.�
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All Leasing Services 51
Phone: 866-727-3750
949-727-3750
Fax: 949-727-3850
www.alscopiers.com

Aster 75
Phone: 562-404-931
888 533-9926
Fax: 562-404-9570
www.aster-usa.com

BEI Services 8
Phone: 307-587-8446
www.beiservices.com

Carolina Wholesale 30
Phone: 800-521-4600
Fax: 800-356-9169
sales@cwholesale.com
www.cwholesale.com

Copier Network 29
Phone: 510-746-2080 
www.copiernetwork.com

Crystal Trade 38
Phone: 888-889-9598
www.RemanCartridges.com

DCC Discount Copier Center 46
Phone: 1-887-414-2679
info@discountcopiercenter.com 

Direct Precise Imaging 66
Phone: 888-376-7311
www.directpreciseimaging.com

DocuWare Corporation 30
Phone: 888-565-5907
dwsales@docuware.com
www.docuware.com

ECi e-Automate 25
Phone: 1-866-342-8392
866-374-3221
www.e-automate.com
www.ECISolutions.com

Electronic Business Machines 69
Phone: 800-832-6522 
Fax: 859-281-6328
www.ebmky.com

Escalera 69
Phone: 800-622-1359
530-673-6318
Fax: 530-673-6376 
www.escalera.com

Frontier Imaging 36
Phone: 888-530-8811
310-898-2688
www.frontierimaging.com

Funnel Maker 61
Phone: 888-823-0006
funnelmaker.com

Future Graphics 47
Phone: 1-800-394-9900
818-837-8100
Fax: 1-800-394-9910
818-838-7047
www.fgimaging.com

Galaxy Copiers Inc 46
Phone: 1-626-400-6594
www.galaxycopiers.com

Greater Philadelphia 
Equipment Co. 55
Phone: 215-788-7111
Fax: 215-788-4445 
www.printcontrollers.com

HBM House of Business 
Machines, Inc. 38
Phone: 818-980-0090
Fax: 818-985-7899
www.hbmla.com

Hytec 69
Phone: 800-883-1001
407-297-1001
Fax: 407-297-4310
www.hytecrepair.com

IDS-International Digital
Solutions 23
Phone: 888-372-3700
Fax: 562-921-1167
suzannecarter@idswc.com

ILG International 
Laser Group 31
Phone: 800-937-2880
www.ilglaser.com

Impression Solutions 77
Phone: 866-275-9213
www.impressionsolutions.com

Ink Direct Corporation 56
Phone: 714-775-8255
http://onlineinkdirect.com

Innovolt 13
Phone: 404-467-6368
www.innovolt.com
sales@innovolt.com

Intercom Exporting Inc 56
Phone: 800-960-1119
Main: 954-978-2121
Miami: 305-757-7878
Fax: 954-978-2412
www.intercomcopiers.com

ITC Supplies 50
Phone: 877-933-5558
sales@itcsupplies.com

ITEX 2015 74
www.itexshow.com

Jamex 52
Phone: 800-289-6550
Fax: 607-257-1139
www.jamexvending.com

LMI Solutions 3
Phone: 888-215-1292
602-278-5234
www.lmisolutions.com

Mars International 15
Phone: 973-777-5886
Fax: 973-777-5889
www.marsintl.com

MAXfocus 59
www.maxfocus.com/enx

Display Advertisers Index
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Midwest Copier Exchange 76
Phone: 847-599-9001
www.midwestcopier.com
www.thinkarcoa.com

Mito Color Imaging Co., Ltd. 7
Phone: 86-756-2535246 2535256
Fax: 86-756-2535769
sales@mito.com.cn
http://www.mito.com.cn

MSE 12
Headquarters Phone: 
800-673-4968 
US-East Coast Phone: 
800-418-4968 
www.mse.com

MWA Intelligence, Inc. 10
Phone: 800-875-2371
www.mwaintel.com

Nation Wide Repair Service 67
Tech Support: 800-798-1814
www.nwrsinc.com

National Copy Cartridge 35
Phone: 619-562-6995
Fax: 619-562-6899
www.NationalCopyCartridge.com

Nectron International Inc. 37
Phone: 281-240-2222
Fax: 281-240-0468
www.nectron.com

Ninestar Technology 
Co., LTD 53
Phone: 626-965-6662
Fax: 626-965-6667
sales@ggimageusa.com
www.ninestartechonline.com

NuWorld Business 
Systems 18-23
Phone: 800-729-8320
Fax: 800-829-0292
www.nuworldinc.com

Office Technology Service
Excellence Award 49
Phone: 307-587-8446
sales@beiservices.com
www.beiservices.com
www.enxmag.com

OKI 11
Original Equipment Manufacturer
www.okidata.com/ESLaunch

Parts Drop 64
Phone: 201-387-7776
www.partsdrop.com

PartsNow 43
Phone: 800-886-6688
www.PartsNow.com

Pinnacle Sales, Inc. 17
Phone: 440-734-9195
www.psi-ohio.com

Power eCommerce 33
Phone: 800-231-9966
Power-eCommerce.com

Ross International 15
Phone: 800-240-7677
973-365-9900
Fax: 973-473-8800
www.ross-international.com

RPT Toner 4-5
Phone: 888-778-8663
Fax: 630-694-9060
rpttoner.com

Seine Tech USA 57
Phone: 909-869-0730
Fax: 909-869-0736 
sales@seinetecusa.com 

Sindoh 6
http://www.sindoh.com
contact Authorized Distributors
Carolina Wholesale:
800-521-4600
Arlington: 800-887-3040

Static Control 2
Phone: 919-774-3808
800-488-2426
www.colorcontrol.info
www.scc-inc.com

Supplies Wholesalers 78-79
Phone: 866-817-8795
www.SuppliesWholesalers.com

Toner Cycle-Ink Cycle 27
Phone: 1-877-894-8387
www.inkcycle.com

Toshiba 80
Phone: 949-462-6201
Business.toshiba.com/thermal

TSA World 73
Phone: 1-800-633-6626
Fax: 1-800-635-5388
sales@tsaworld.com
www.tsaworld.com

Turbon USA 31
Phone: 702-492-0640
800-282-6650
www.turbongroup.com

Uninet Imaging 9
West Coast: 424-675-3300
East Coast: 631-590-1040
sales@uninetimaging.com
www.uninetimaging.com/enx

Unitone Imaging Supply 45
Phone: 800-864-8663
Fax: 818-772-1499
www.unitone.com

World Of Fax 65
Fax, Copiers & Laser 
Printer Parts Specialist
Phone: 1-800-634-9329
1-866-FAX-PARTS
WorldOfFax.com/
CopierPartsStore.com

Xerox 39
www.xerox.com/
replacementcartridges
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Business Card Directory

Call
Now

Toners l Inkjets l Laserjets Drums l MICR’s
Developers l Ribbons l Copy Cartridges l Maintenance Kits

Don’t Get Stung
By The Competition!

Cartridge Warehouse 
International, Inc.

Contact Joe: sales@CWItoner.com
ph: 310-828-2225  l  fx: 310-828-2262
2880 Colorado Blvd., Santa Monica CA 90404

For All Your OEM, Compatible
& Remanufactured Supplies

Ask about our 
12,000 Di�erent SKU’s

All Makes
& Models www.cwitoner.com

www.cwitoner.com

Others might talk a good game, but EOS delivers: 

We Buy & Sell Cell Phones | Empty Inkjet & Toner Cartridges | OEM Surplus | Laptops & IT Equipment

Your global empties partner since 1996.

860 291-1900
www.eosusa.com

“We want your empties.
So does everybody else.”

✔ Speedy payment
✔  Fast & accurate 

inspections 
✔  Best-in-the-business, 

match-or-beat pricing

Contact us now. It really 
does pay to work with us!

YKC
Canon, Konica, Toshiba, 

Ricoh, Xerox, etc... 

www.golfgong.com

YKC, Inc. 
One Broad Ave #8
Fairview, NJ 07022

Hela Chang
helachang@gmail.com

Phone: 201-313-0055
Fax: 201-313-0077C 2009 Asay Media Network

USA, North & South America Welcome

Used
Copier Sale 

303-465-3134
TRI RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL

Digital Duplicators
Risograph & Ricoh
Bought & Sold
RZ990
RZ220
RZ390
RZ590

JP8000
JP8500
JP4500
JP3000

1700
3700
3750
3770

MZ790

HQ7000
HQ9000

Rebuilt Duplicators
Retail Ready
Full Tech Support
Full Parts Support

***All Models*** 
***Available***

---------------------------------

email: culver-enterprises@swbell.net

SELLING

Phone: 405-912-1700
Fax: 405-912-1900

MASTERS
• OEM 
• Compatibles 

CALL NOW!
Now Available!!
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Fax, Copier &
Laser Printer Parts Specialist

FREE PARTS RESEARCH FOR

NO PARTS #’s NEEDED TO ORDER
WE STOCK FUSER UNITS, FEED KITS, DRUM KITS,
CIRCUIT BOARDS & MANUALS 
l HARD DRIVES FOR ALL COPIERS IN STOCK. ALL BRANDS
l NETWORK & SCANNER OPTIONS IN STOCK 
l FAX KIT OPTIONS FOR ADD ON TO ANY EXISTING COPIER
l FUSER UNITS & CIRCUIT BOARDS. ALL MODELS IN STOCK
l Order parts without parts #
l Parts Ship Same Day
l Free parts diagrams

(Live friendly assistance all day) 

Call Us For Free Parts Research
Dial: 1-800-634-9329 or 1-866-FAX-PART
Visit our websites at: WorldOfFax.com and CopierPartsStore.com

CANON

CANON

Calendar

International CES
Jan 6-9, 2015
Las Vegas, NV
www.cesweb.org

EFI Connect 2015
Jan 20-23, 2015
Las Vegas, NV
w3.efi.com/connect

Equipment Management
Conference
Feb 22-24, 2015/Miami, FL
www.elfaonline.org

Graphics of the Americas
Feb 26-28, 2015
Miami Beach, FL
www.goaexpo.com

Industry Events 
& Trade Shows
Below is the Industry events updates with website info.
Visit enxmag.com/INDUSTRY_CALENDAR.htm for more info.

ITEX National Conference 
& Expo
March 10-12, 2015
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
www.itexshow.com

AIIM Conference
March 18-20, 2015/San Diego, CA
www.aiim.org

IBPI
March 18-20, 2015
Orlando, FL
www.ibpi.net

BTA Southeast Winter Break
March 20-21, 2015
Orlando, FL
www.bta.org
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Classified Ads

1-888-376-7311

COLOR   I   MICR   I   NICHE   I    MPS 

DPI The Leader In
New Development
& Niche Products

Call Us For Daily Specials!

Ask about our Free Shipping 
offer & Empty Toner Cartridge

Buyback Program!        Same Day & Blind Drop Shipping!

We Design it... We Develop it...
We Manufacture it...

"Tailored towards your needs".
Cut costs, streamline processes and print for less with 

our Extended Yield Brand (Managed Print Services).

aNO MINIMUM ORDER  
aMICR AVAILABLE
aBLIND DROP SHIPPING  
aNEWEST RELEASES

Made In
The U.S.A. 
Since 1994

aWE BUY EMPTIES
aRE-BUILD YOUR EMPTY PROGRAM SAVE!

All of DPI products are
manufactured 100% in the USA!

Equipped and Staffed to Assist other Manufacturer’s Production Requirements

www.directpreciseimaging.com

DECEMBER 2014 RELEASES  
•  Samsung MLT-309 Toner
•  Xerox Phaser 4600/4620 Toner

NOVEMBER 2014 - NOW AVAILABLE
•  Lexmark CS310/410/510 4k black 3k colors
•  Lexmark CS510 8k black 4k colors
•  Canon CRG 126
•  Samsung MLT 116 toner and drum unit

OCTOBER 2014 RELEASES
•  HP CF-325x Monochrome and MICR
•  HP M651 Colors - CF330x - CF333a
•  HP M680 Colors - CF320x - CF323a
•  Brother TN-339 Colors 6k Extended Yield

SEPTEMBER 2014 RELEASES  
•  HP M476 Colors - CF380x-CF383a
•  Lexmark M1145 16K Yield
•  Sourcetech 9612/9620 Drum Unit

Empties For Sale Advertise in ENX

Post Your
Employment

Opportunities FREE
on the 

ENX Website!

For more information visit

www.ENXMAG.com

ISSUE:
59.F0 Error
DESCRIPTION: 
Printer boots up to 59.F0 Error and is unable to print. This
behavior may be caused by one of the following three condi-
tions: 
1.  Transfer belt is locked up and cannot rotate.
2.  Sensor SR17 (primary transfer-roller-disengagement) is bad.
3.  Damaged or broken fuser drive gear. Typically, a grinding or
clicking noise will be heard during boot up. 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: 
1. The first step is to reseat the ITB and power-cycle the printer.

NOTE: If the problem persists, an HP Certified Technician
should be dispatched for further troubleshooting.

2. Inspect the ITB by taking the ITB completely out of the
printer. Check to see if the flag rotates (callout 1) when the
white knob is turned (callout 2). See the Figure following.

If the ITB flag is broken, damaged, or does not rotate replace
the ITB (CC468-67907). Otherwise, continue with step 3.

3. Test Sensor SR17. Perform the Manual Sensor Test. In order
to run this test successfully, make sure the Fuser, ITB, Cyan

Printer Tech Tip

TECH TIP
HP CP3525, CM3530, M551, M575
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Cartridge, and Black cartridge are removed. To run the
Manual Sensor Test, follow these steps:

1. From the printers control panel access TROUBLESHOOTING/
DIAGNOSTICS MENU.

2. Press the down arrow to highlight MANUAL SENSOR
TEST, and then press the OK button.

3. Observe the state of sensor I on the control panel. 
The normal state is 0.

4. Locate SR17 through the right side of the printer. It is
attached to the frame of the printer just above where the 
end of the black cartridge comes into contact with the back
of the frame. Insert a piece of paper into the SR17 sensor
bracket. The state of sensor I on the control panel should
change to 1. See Figure below to confirm location of SR17.

5. Observe the control panel for proper operation of the sensor.
If the value for sensor I does not change, the sensor will
need to be replaced. (Photo interrupter (SR17) - 
WG8-5696-000CN). If test passes proceed to step 4.

4. Open the right door and defeat the interlock switch. With 
the ITB removed, perform the ITB Contact/Alienation Test.
To run the ITB Contact/Alienation Test, follow these steps:

1. From the printers control panel access 
TROUBLESHOOTING/DIAGNOSTICS MENU.

2. Locate and select COMPONENT TEST.

3. Press the down arrow to highlight ITB CONTACT/
ALIENATION, and then press OK. During the test (takes
about 20 seconds), observe the alienation drive hub, which 
is above the cyan cartridge. If the alienation drive hub does
not rotate, the fuser drive is most likely the problem.
Replace the fuser drive assembly. �

This Tech Tip is contributed by Laser Pros (www.laserpros.com).
Email any questions to marketing@laserpros.com.
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Technical Tips

SUBJECT:
Kyocera FS-1128 MFP

Q:I’m getting grayish backgroundon the right side of copies made
on glass, from the DF and internal
prints. It’s as if the exposure was set
manually to a darker setting. Sometimes
it starts in the middle of the page or 3/4
way down. Machine had a maintenance
kit installed in May of this year (new
drum and developer unit). I went there
yesterday and I removed the MC assem-
bly. It all looks good. Drum looks new.
It’s a medium to low volume customer
and is in a clean environment. They are
using OEM toner. The left side is good.
If I make multiple prints it does almost
go away. This MC assembly was about
$40 plus dollars and new drum unit was
about $61(crazy). Mag roller does not
look caked up or anything (looks good).
All maintenance kit parts in the machine
look great. I have another customer with
a Kyocera FS-1135MFP with about 50K
original copies doing the same thing. 
I removed the MC assembly in that
machine (it looked great), reinstalled 
the same MC assembly, and the copies
looked good after that. I’m just afraid
they call back with the same issue. 
Any ideas? Thanks.

A:It’s not clear to me if you alreadyreplaced the drum unit or not. 
I've never had one last 70K, most fail at
about 50K (poor copy quality) but I've
always used generic toner. Still worth it
if you do all the math. I would say bad
drum. Copy quality problems that were
not the drum were always caused by
generic toner, I've found. Vacuum out
and replace (with a different brand) and
you’ll be back in business. I have about
10 of these and it's been consistent. If 
I get a copy quality call, other than slit
glass, it's always drum or toner.

Q: I tried vacuuming the developerunit out. The drum only has 10K
prints (copies). They are using OEM
toner. Thanks.

A:Maybe check the cooling fans and make sure they are not being
blocked by paper folders. I have a doc-
tor’s office that keeps setting folders 
up against the fan vent.

A:I had the same issue; thought itwas DV, no joy, and turned out 
to be the drum.

A:I've had 5 DK150/170 cause thisproblem. When I was rebuilding the
drum units, I paid attention to the con-
tacts in the cartridge. It seemed the bad
ones had discolored contacts at the little
PC board on the right side and/or the
drum shaft contacts were weak. I either
bent the contacts using a paper clip to
pull the contact to touch the shaft better
or changed the drum doing the same to
the new drum. Then I assembled it using
conductive grease on the shaft and bent
any contacts in the unit for positive 
connection. No call back on any...yet.

SUBJECT:

Sharp AR168S—Ghost Image

Q:Hi, it’s only been 54K and I’m get -ting an intermittent ghost image.
The first page after cold start was ghost-
ed. When doing 3 page sets, page 2 was
ghosted twice then all other sets were 
all clean. Is there a sim for temp adjust?
I couldn’t find it in my guide. I've not
seen a fuser go bad in one of these with
such a low count. Thanks for your help.

A:Stop a page halfway thru the cycleand see if it's on there before the
fusing process. If so, it's a drum failure.
If the fuser lays it down it's the fuser.
Good luck.

A:Maybe it’s a weak dischargelamp?

A:Set all the fuser temps to the low-est setting, especially if they only
run 20 lb. paper.

A:If you eliminate the fuser, I wouldchange the drum blade. I would not
mess with temperature even if it is the

fuser. AR-168 is pretty old. Low volume
could cause fuser rollers to be problem-
atic even if they’re not badly worn. And,
of course, is it OEM toner or generic? If
generic, that is your first suspect and you
would also have to replace the developer.
The nice thing is that all that stuff is
cheap for this machine. Blade, drum 
and developer probably total $50 or so.
I’ve used generic developer, drums and
blades in these forever without a prob-
lem but always used OEM toner.

SUBJECT:

Samsung 6320-Half Blank

Q:Customer has a Samsung 6320 in their basement office that uses
OEM supplies. I had a call where the
problem was half of the prints were blank.
I took out the toner cartridge, shook it
up, and it worked fine. But the problem
came back. When the customer shook the
toner cartridge, it worked fine. Problem
came back again. This time I replaced it
with a non OEM toner cartridge, which
worked fine, until the same problem
came back. Does anyone have a thought
as to what is going on here? Thanks!
Everything else appears to be fine, an
occasional electric contact issue perhaps?

A:Often the toner sensor does notturn the toner add light. I take the
toner waste unit off and pull the plug,
then put a long screw driver in, dip stick
style. If the toner is not empty, I would
suspect the toner stir drive coupler.

A:Kind of a simple suggestion, butyou never know. Is the machine
level front to rear? How long before the
problem reappears after shaking the
toner?  Check the toner drive. Also,
check the transfer roller springs and
brackets.

A:I had the same issue on a 6345, nostir. Took me a while to figure that
out; on my cartridge the gear was missing.
Obviously if you've changed cartridges,
that isn't the issue; it’s the drive. �

Tips appearing in this section are reprinted courtesy of Smarka! The Copier Tech's Info Source. Tips are randomly selected from submissions
emailed to Smarka! Smarka! and ENX Magazine make no guarantees as to the accuracy of tips presented here. Email your tips to
Tips@smarka.com. All tips become public domain.
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Electronic Business Machines

1408 Versailles RD.
Lexington, KY 40504

Ph. 800.832.6522
Fax 859.281.6328
www.ebmky.com

The PRODUCTS you want, the SERVICE you deserve!

Authorized Parts Distributor

New OEM Parts
Fuser Exchange

Printhead Exchange
Tech Support

Transfer Belt Assemblies
Printhead Exchange

Fusers purchase or exchange
M/A Kits purchase or exchange

Parts - Supplies - Circuit Board Repair
Keyboard Rebuild - Machine Refurbish

ROYAL®
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Now here is a fuser module you really NEED to sink
your teeth into. In the 4110 style copiers, the techs in
the field almost always replace the parts in the fuser

as needed. Replacing the whole fuser module is virtually
unheard of, and for good reason. First off, the complete fuser
retails for well over 2 G’s. It is a serious piece of equipment
designed to run for millions of pages with only the consum-
able pieces needing replacement at intervals. In this case, the
OEM parts are spared (such a rarity these days). So it will
definitely be important to know how to open these up to
service them. We’ll go through the important spared parts,
and discuss alternative products which are becoming 
available. Also, we’ll see how this fuser comes out of 
the machine, how to crack one open to replace stuff, 
and finally how to manage and reset counters. 
These guys are kind of refreshing really; most of the

important parts are spared and they are actually quite easy to
take apart. There is the Fuser Heat Roller Assembly, which
includes the roll, the bearings, and 2 drive gears on the rear
end. An alternative product which comes in considerably
lower is the 4110FHRK, which is a kit of a heat roll, 2 bear-
ings and 2 gears (for this option, you’d re-use the existing
spacer ring, bushings, & retaining clips). The Press Roll
Assembly comes with its heavy metal shaft and the pair of
bearings. Here is a list of some of the more important parts
in the fuser along with the OEM part #’s:

604K67880 – Fuser Heat Roll Assembly (or 4110FHRK
Fuser Heat Roll Kit for a generic choice)

059K37001 – Fuser Press Roll Assembly

130K64321 / 130K64331 / 130K64341 – Thermistors
1/2/ & 3

008R13085 – Fuser Cleaning Cartridge (web cartridge) 
(or 4110FW for a generic web only choice)
Other spared parts include the Heat and Press Picker Finger

Assemblies (or the fingers alone if you prefer), also the ther-
mostats and all 3 heat lamps are all available if needed.
The most frequently replaced part in the fuser would be

the Fuser Cleaning Cartridge (fuser module). There are sev-
eral valid part numbers including 008R13042 / 008R13085 /
008R13000. These web cartridges retail for around $200. A
less expensive alternative is to replace the web only with a

good aftermarket
product (example
4110FW – Fuser
Web). See Photo #1
where you can see
how the web mate-
rial is routed in the
web cartridge. The
Cleaning Cartridge
is removable by one
centrally located
screw near the front
end, and then by

releasing a single thumb screw near the rear end of the top 
of the Cleaning Cartridge.
Now let’s get into how to remove the fuser from the machine:

FUSER REMOVAL: 
CAUTION: These things get super hot, so shut down the
machine and then allow plenty of time for the fuser to cool
off before you handle it.
1. Remove the Duplex Drawer by opening the front door
and sliding the Duplex Drawer out. Release the stoppers
found near the center of each rail, which when pushed in
will allow the drawer to slide further till you can gently
lift the Duplex Module off its rails. 

2. Push in and turn the green handle marked with a “2” to
release the Marking Drawer. The Marking Drawer is the

one in which the fuser
sits. Slide it out and 
then release the stoppers
found near the center of
each rail. Releasing those
will allow you to slide
the Maintenance Drawer
further out to the
“Maintenance Position.”
3. Remove the Fuser
Cleaning Cartridge
from the top of the
fuser (1 screw + 1
thumbscrew).

Britt Horvat Technical Tips

Rebuilding the Fuser Modules for the
WorkCentre® 4110 / 4112 / 4127 / 4590 /
4595 & D95 / D110 / D125

Xerox® 4110 style 
Fuser Repairs  

Photo 1: Web material - proper installation
in Fuser Cleaning Cartridge

Photo 2: Fuser Front Cover – detach the
Front Fuser Fan Connector & remove 2
screws marked 1 & 2 above 
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4. Take off the Front Cover of the Fuser (2 screws and
release the front fuser cooling fan connector) (see 
Photo #2). 

5. Remove the Transfer Belt front cover (2 screws from the
front).

6. Remove the Pin Support (2 screws). This piece is located
just to the right of the Marking Drawer Release Handle
(a green lever-like handle with the “2” on it) below the
fuser. 

7. Now open the “2d” Fuser Upper Chute and swing it up 
to the left out of the way. 

8. Be sure the fuser is cool first, then grab the fuser from
the top center and lift it out of the Marking Drawer 
carefully. 

9. NOTE that when reinstalling the fuser, the fuser module
has two holes in the bottom which line up with a pair of
pins sticking up out of the Marking Drawer. To re-secure
the Pin Support, wait till everything is back together and
the Marking Drawer is slid all the way back into the
machine with the green “2” lever back to its latched 
position, and THEN secure the Pin Support.

Now that you have the fuser out of the machine, you can
disassemble it. I think you’ll like this. It’s pretty easy once
you know the ropes. 

FUSER DISASSEMBLY PROCEDURE:
1. First take off the Lower Input Chute (2 screws) from the
left side of the fuser (see Photo #3).

2. Remove the Lower Exit Chute (2 screws) from the right
side of the fuser (see Photos #4 & 5).

3. Take off the Press Roll Picker Finger Assembly (2 screws
fasten a pair of metal plates to a metal bar) (see Photo #6).

4. Remove the 3 Fuser Heat Lamps by disconnecting 
their connectors at either end. At the rear end there is 
a Connector Cover which is snapped in place. Pay atten-
tion at this point to which ones go where to help make
reassembly easier for you later. The two white connectors
at the front end can be interchanged without a problem
but at the rear end you have to have 1 white, 1 blue and 
1 red connector.

5. Next, you will be preparing to open up the Clam Shell 
to expose the Heat and Press Rolls. You must first raise
the Upper Exit Chute (a green lever marked “2a” can be
found at the front end of this chute which includes the
Fuser Exit Sensor and the Heat Roll Picker Finger
Assembly). Then you also need to remove one screw
from the front end (see Photo #7) and one from the 
rear end (see Photo #8).

Photo 3: Lower Input Chute (2 screws)

Photo 4 & 5: Lower Exit Chute (2 screws)

Photo 6: Press Roll Finger Assembly removal

Photo 7 & 8: Front & Rear Clam Release Screws

continued on page 72
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6. Now open the Clam Shell up by pivoting the heat roll
half of the fuser up and to your left (if you’re facing the
front end of the fuser) till the fuser is fully opened up
(see Photo #9 for a fully opened fuser).

7. Now you can remove the Pressure Roll Assembly out of
its cradle. Note at this time how the Press Roll Shaft sits
securely in the lever grooves, so you can return it to the
same position at reinstallation.

8. Next comes the Fuser Heat Roll Assembly. Loosen the
screw which keeps the front Heat Roll Stopper Arm in
place (see Photo #9). Similarly, loosen the screw which
keeps the rear stopper arm in place. Lift both Stopper
Arms up and out of the way and you can remove the
Fuser Heat Roll from its cradle.

9. When replacing the Heat Roll it’s a good idea to re-tape
the Thermistor Heads with fresh Kapton Tape, or
replace the Thermistors entirely. Note also that the bear-
ings are very important parts in these fusers. Often the
Heat Roll Bearings will fail far in advance of the Heat
Roll’s surface being worn out. Fortunately, replacement
bearings can be found (4110FHRB).

Now for resetting the counters. To clear the web count,
you will hold down ‘9’ and ‘Stop’ together till the prompt

asks if you’ve replaced the Cleaning Cartridge. Choose
“Yes” to reset values to ‘0’. Simple enough most times, 
but if the machine keeps asking for a web cartridge after
that, it may in some cases be necessary to go also into
NVM Read / Write and reset code 744-167 back to ‘0’. 
Finally, here is how to manage the HFSI (High

Frequency Service Items) counters for the other fuser parts.
First go into Diagnostic Mode by holding down the ‘0’ but-
ton for 5 seconds and then, while still holding the ‘0’, press
‘Start’. A prompt for the “CE Access Number” will show
up. Use the default password ‘6789’ followed by ‘Confirm’.
If that does not work, some newer models instead require
that you hold down together ‘*’, ‘#’, & ‘Stop’ until the
password prompt shows up. Then use the ‘6789’ default
password. Press ‘Machine Status’ button to see the UI
Diagnostic screen. From there, choose ‘System Settings,’
then ‘Common Settings,’ followed by ‘Maintenance /
Diagnostics.’ Then look for “HFSI Counters.” Below is 
a quick list of the HFSI (High Frequency Service Item)
codes so you’ll know what chain – link code to enter:

HFSI Counter Reset codes:
954-841 : Fuser Heat Roll
954-842 : Fuser Press Roll
954-843 : Heat Roll Fingers
954-844 : Press Roll Fingers
954-845 : Thermistors

That should do the trick! I hope you enjoy working on
these fusers. Happy repairs folks. �

Xerox® 4110 style Fuser Repairs  

Photo 9: Heat Roll Stopper Arm Release

Photo 10 & 11: Fuser Nip (pressure) Adjustment Nuts –
Front and Rear
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